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Agenda

•
•
•
•

Review Oracle Forms strategy
Modernize, upgrade or migrate?
Q&A
In the afternoon session
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Review of Oracle Forms
Strategy

– Oracle’s Fusion development strategy
– Introducing Oracle ADF and Jdeveloper
– Loads of live demos!

Oracle Development Tools Strategy

• “…There are no plans to desupport Oracle Forms…”
– Oracle Tools Statement of Direction
• Clear statement of direction
– Upgrade
• Support, certification, new features, platform for integration
– Integrate
• Use non-Forms technologies when/as business dictates
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Upgrade, Modernize or
Migrate?

• Opening up JEE/standards development to
“traditional” Oracle developers
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Some Modernization Options

Some Modernization Options

• Upgrade
• Exploit new features
• Integrate with external service/events

• Upgrade
• Exploit new features
• Integrate with external service/events

– Call to external events
– External events calling into Forms

– Call to external events
– External events calling into Forms

• UI modernization

• UI modernization

Upgrade

Some Modernization Options

• Oracle Forms 11g and 11gR2 current releases

• Upgrade
• Exploit new features
• Integrate with external service/events

– All other versions are no longer under premier support

• Smooth upgrade for web -> web upgrade
• Well understood upgrade c/s -> web
– Most code upgrades without change
– Triggers/built-ins work the same

– Call to external events
– External events calling into Forms

• UI modernization

• Exploit the features of centrally managed
applications
• Stay supported, certified and secure!

Exploit New Features

Some Modernization Options

• Oracle Forms features

• Upgrade
• Exploit new features
• Integrate with external service/events

– 11gR1
• External events, JavaScript integration,Database proxy
user support, Enterprise Manager integration, Runtime and
diagnostic features
– 11gR2
• Integration with OAM, RUEI, Reduced installation footprint,
additional certification

– Call to external events
– External events calling into Forms

• UI modernization

• WLS features
– Enterprise Manager, OAM, security, logging, diagnostics, web
services, mobile, UCM, ADF, Web Center…
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The World Outside of Forms: Forms and a Service
Oriented Architecture

Integration with External Services – Asynchronous
Event Calls

• Forms now runs on WLS
• Integration with external services

• Forms registers interest in an asynchronous event
– Event name
– Type
– Scope

– SMS, email, file systems

• Integration with Oracle Apps/Siebel/PeopleSoft/SAP
– CRM, HR etc.

• When-Event-Raised

• Adoption of new technologies
–
–
–
–
–
–

Workflow
BPM
ADF
Web services
Java
SOA…

Integration with Client Side JavaScript

Some Modernization Options

• JavaScript can raise Forms events

• Upgrade
• Exploit new features
• Integrate with external service/events

– When-Custom-JavaScript-Event

• Call JavaScript from Forms
– Web.Javascript_eval()

– Call to external events
– External events calling into Forms

Forms
Client
Procedure
calls

• UI modernization
Forms
Server

UI Modernization

• PJCs
• Java Beans
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What about migration?
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Possible Reasons for NOT Migrating
We are heavily invested
in Forms and it is still
meeting the requirements
of our business

If it ain’t broke
don’t fix it!

Our end users are
completely happy with the
“heads down” data entry
approach of Forms

Possible Wrong Reasons for Considering Migration
Oracle are telling us we
need to get off of Forms
and write everything in
Java/ADF/Apex

We upgraded from Forms
6i to 10g and we noticed
performance issues.
We’ll rewrite in Java
because that will be
faster

If we rewrite our
Forms in Java we’ll
end up saving $$$$ in
development costs!

Our business has
changed considerably
and Forms no longer
meets our requirements

Forms is our
gateway into
WLS

We still LOVE
Forms

We are taking a much
more measured
approach to
embracing new
development and
technologies

Possible Reasons for Migrating

Forms has been
desupported,
right?

Migration of Oracle Forms applications

I LOVE what Fusion
could do for our
business!

Our Forms
application is
reaching its natural
end-of-life

Our business requires
us to be adopting
leading edge, modern
technologies

Possible Wrong Reasons for Considering Migration
Forms is
old/legacy

We cannot provide
the functionality we
require with Oracle
Forms

Forms is not
Web 2.0

My end users
complain about
their
productivity

Sometimes Technologies Can Look Similar….
So, you want to migrate?

• Opening up JEE/standards development to
“traditional” Oracle developers
– Familiar development and features

• Forms can still form part of your enterprise solution
• Hybrid approach?
• Not forcing migration of Forms to any other
technology
– No silver/magic bullet

• Standard dimensions
• Dirty things go in, clean
things come out
• Clean water goes in
• Dirty water goes out
• Temperature controls
• Time/cycle controls
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But are often different…

…From These…

So, you want to migrate?

•
•
•
•
•

Spins clothes
Dries by spinning
Needs to spin at 1600 rpm
Opening can be smaller
Objects load in drum

•
•
•
•
•

Spins water, not dishes
Dries using heat
Spin approx 40 rpm
Requires wider loading
Objects load in basket

…To These

A chance to do things differently?…

• New UI options
• New business processes
• New markets/channels
– Internet
– Mobile

• New technologies to be exploited
–
–
–
–

SOA
BPEL
Web Center
Rules engines

Why Migration is not “Easy” (if you want to do it
right)

Some questions to think about

• Different technologies, different sweet spots
• Build for the past, or build for the future?
• “But we don’t want to retrain our users”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

– Then why change?

• Would you do things differently?
– Different business processes?
– Different channels?
– Different technologies

• Can the business show a benefit for the effort/risk?

Why do I want to migrate?
Have I considered sticking with Forms?
Am I clear on how the business will benefit?
Are you going to implement the exact same application?
Do I build to strengths of my target or my legacy platform?
Am I planning to re-architect?
Who are my developers?
What do my end users expect?
What does the business expect?
What does Oracle recommend?
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Summary

• No plans to desupport Oracle Forms
• Protect, extend, evolve
• Migration
– What is the business requesting?

• Understand Oracle’s Fusion development strategy
– Oracle ADF and Oracle JDeveloper

The preceding is intended to outline our general
product direction. It is intended for information
purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any
contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any
material, code, or functionality, and should not be
relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
The development, release, and timing of any
features or functionality described for Oracle’s
products remains at the sole discretion of Oracle.
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